5 Livingstone St, Beaconsfield

Open by Appointment

4 4 2

Brilliantly designed and with a stunning, spacious feel, a coherent floor plan,
180 degree views to the water and beyond, and spanning three levels, this
home offers 5 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, 3 lounge rooms, a 2 car garage, a
study and a powder room! Whatever the configuration of your family,
whether you've got small, growing children, or young adults who won't leave
home, this roomy property is versatile enough to cater to everyone's needs.
Here's a whole lotta house with a whole lot to offer. The peaceful location is
to die for, boasting an elevation that can't be beaten, and yet only a casual
stroll from the centre of South Fremantle, and with the beach only a few
hundred metres further on.
Let's start at the beginning, shall we? French doors inviting you into the
grand and stately entrance hall, with soaring ceilings and a meandering
staircase boasting feature wrought iron balustrading, winding its way to the
top floor, welcome you into the home. A second pair of French doors lead
through to a wide hallway opening out into the huge living area and open
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plan kitchen and dining space, with fantastic views across the ocean. The
information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any
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furniture, there is plenty or space to hold a banquet in the dining area and
sliding doors can be opened to tie the indoor spaces and outdoor balcony
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